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About This Content

Direwolf is free-to-play, but if you want to show some support for the devs and artists, you can become a supporter, and unlock
some sweet ingame and social perks.

(This will of course never give you any in-game advantages, as we do not want any sort of pay-to-win mechanics in our games.)

Perk list

You gain TWICE as many experience points for each game.

You can have 5 ongoing quests, instead of just 3.

Unlock some unique cosmetics

You will receive a golden status marker on our Discord group.

Community title: Supporter
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Worst character pack so far. Mira is somehow balanced, but Iru is underpowered untermensch.. Sparse content, no active
community, but you get to be a dragon, like, wow. So I mean, if you want to be a dragon and have extra time for the grind then
have at this game, otherwise it's lacking a lot of content to keep people interested.. This great game, at the moment is a work in
progress and the developer is open to suggestion, and that's a big +.

As my time spent on it shows that I very much like it!

In my opinion it's a must buy, and the price is very decent.. I have enjoyed this game.. It sucks. buy the 2016 official. DO NOT
BUY. Most fun I've had in a game in a long time. Love all the unique classes and the story is really great. Combat is fun and
challenging. If you like old school final fantasy this game is a MUST have! So excited and eager to get any expansaions or
sequals.. So ever since my days playing Alien Isolation and gone home I’ve fallen in love with this genre of gaming and Pollen is
no exception. Not sure what it says about my character but i simply love rummaging around space stations, going room to room
taking ****. As well as looking gorgeous it also helps that interwoven throughout the game is a greatly unique story with great
voice acting. Other than a few minor stuttering problems the game is a must buy for any sci-fi fans.
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the music's nice and the gameplay is okay
i like it. A simple fun space game with both single player and multi-player action and no motion sickness, which is a bonus as
normal people can actually play it.

So if you like arcade action shooters this is worth a try.

Positives
- Nice simple graphics design = high frame rate.
- Feels like I always dreamed FreeSpace and Decent would play in VR back in the 90s.
- Single player and Multi player.
- Slower Pace than Decent: Underground seems to help prevent motion sickness.
- Price (less than a pint of beer).

Negatives
- Not everyone will like the graphics style
- Some people who don\u2019t get motion sickness may prefer faster Ship handling.
- Does not have the depth of play of the Elite games.
. Waltz of the Wizard is a fantastic title for the Vive, and amazingly free.

There's a surprising amount of depth to the experience and discovering each new spell was a total blast (literally, in one
example). The room has plenty of items and objects to play with.

Definitely recommend this title, this will be my new introductory game for showing people the Vive. Extremely boring concept
executed cheaply without a good UI. What bothers me most is that the game is centered around time-managing your needs and
income, without even bothering with being realistic about any aspect of it.

Eating a burger e.g. costs almost 70 bucks, takes like 5% of your weeks time and doesn't even fill your hunger bar. Amazeballs
retard game which constantly asks you the depressing question of "why are you playing a game about making money, when you
could be out there making money with a job that's more interesting and fun than this game?". This game is quite charming,
smooth, and enjoyable to play. The graphical style is very attractive but not overly demanding on my poor processor and video
card. Don't play it expecting a challenge, however: the final boss took me all of about 15 seconds to beat, and it really didn't get
any harder than that throughout the game. There is a food system but the base game doesn't offer any real risk of starving, since
food is so plentiful. Crafting is useful, but, again, resources are so plentiful that there's no worry of running out of potions or
arrows. I liked the combat system (just pick a target and then focus on maneuvering/dodging and strategy while your character
attacks automatically), but the base game just isn't designed to be a challenge. It's not so much about difficulty as story.

The story is interesting and quite well-written, though the moral overtones and dialogue options got under my skin a little at
times. Many times there are "options" which are really just a choice between being "good" to progress, or losing the game by
choosing "evil" (and having to reload from your last save). Not a lot of flexibility as to how you play - you be the hero exactly in
the way the developers intend, or the game ends (or, at least, it fails to progress until you pick the right option).

The real draw for me, though, is the potential. Mods appear to be fairly easy to create, giving users the freedom to develop their
own games. There are a lot of possibilities here. You can write your own story, create a game where your goal is to survive
without starving to death, create really challenging combat situations, add more difficult and complex crafting, and so on. There
are already simple mods like one allowing you to play as a girl (THANK you), and even a few stand-alone stories. I expect to see
this grow as more users get into making their own. As the library of available mods grows, Driftmoon will be worth getting even
if you have no interest in the base game, because of the many possibilities of playing.

Overall, I enjoyed playing through the game, and look forward to seeing what mods crop up (and if I can find the time, I'd like
to make one of my own).. Awesome concept and art style. It has a great storyline as well. On the downside, it was a bit difficult
to control the main character especially when lifting and rotating objects. The savepoints were also too spread out so I had to
restart a whole scene which can be tedious. The drawbacks were tolerable though and would totally get the sequel if it was ever
made.. A wonderful and unique RPG that made every hour i've put into it a pleaseant experience. A 9/10 from me because
some aspects of the game aren't as deep as some of the other RPG's I've played. But still, this game was really worth the money..
Once again, OOTP is the best sports simulation available. No game even comes close to the level of depth, freedom & strategy
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that OOTP delivers year after year.

My wishlist for the next OOTP is the same is it was last year. I\u2019d love the ability to name a team captain, more emphasis
on team chemistry, have promotional & giveaway nights, local & accurate food vendors, additional variables to increase
attendance other than team performance (such as promotional nights, added parking, concerts\/fireworks after the game, etc.)
These are all minor things I\u2019d like added, overall my major complaint is the logic of trades are very hit or miss. The AI
still doesn\u2019t seem to grasp the mentality of adding to a contending team at the trade deadline or proper prospects for star
swaps.

Sometimes the sims can get a tad ridiculous, like a reliever giving up 9 runs in an inning or insanely high scoring ball games. But
hey, anything can happen in baseball. OOTP still consistently nails the statistical projections of players, and makes taking over
any team from any league in the world rewarding. If you love baseball, like really love baseball, this is the franchise
you\u2019ve been dreaming of.. I\u2019m not quite sure where to start about this game.

First of all, the graphics are perfect. They aren\u2019t your AAA ray-tracing graphics but they suit this game in a way other
graphics would not.
The gameplay is incredible. The procedural generation works like a charm and while you will be facing the same obstacles every
run you can also experiment with the generation and find new tricks and obstacles you would have never thought of before.
The crew member system isn\u2019t anything crazy and doesn\u2019t have weird mutators or anything but just one crew
member could change your run completely for the better.
The bonus objective system adds an element of difficulty to the game and while it can train you to be careful and take every run
slowly, it also teaches you to experiment and try new things later in the game.
Last of all the bonus tracks and the volcano. These are very difficult objectives that many do not ever unlock. They serve as a
great goal to keep you playing if you have gotten bored of the rest of the game.

In summary, I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing love this game, it\u2019s very likely my favorite game on steam. I have gotten
much more than my money\u2019s worthy in this game, maybe not in hours, but in experience. I am excited to see what the
new update will have to offer and bring this community even closer together.. This is a very nice pack. Well worth the money, If
you are looking for new hero's to play and new skins i suggest this pack.
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